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A new mastery
for today's leaders

Intro

It’s not an easy task, and there isn’t
a moment to waste.

I’m Kathleen Joy. My calling is to
help leaders shift their perspective,
embrace their power, and become
instruments of transformative
change.

-Kathleen Joy,
Founder & CEO of LumiereWork™
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The world is changing in extraordinary and dramatic ways. Economic
upheaval, social unrest, health crises, climate change; anything, even
the unthinkable, is possible. To remain competitive, companies must
transform as they perform – making gutsy-yet-disciplined decisions as
they tackle disruptive challenges and make big things happen the right
way, through ideas that people are aching to get behind.



Times are changing
radically fast. 

Now, more than ever,
leaders need the
techniques to be nimble,
proactive, innovative,
perceptive, empathetic and
collaborative to build
something better than the
original and thrive.

This type of mastery is not
easy to achieve.

At LumiereWork™, we can
help your leaders and teams
start their journey toward
transformative success.

Change
leadership is
required for a
changing world 3



Extraordinary leadership starts with
creative, powerful transformation
There is no how-to manual for navigating the challenges of a complex
world. You can’t just attend a few theory-based courses to learn how
to lead. 

Change only happens when you learn by doing – having tangible
experiences, being immersed in real activities, testing out new
approaches, reflecting on your responses, and then adapting your
focus going forward.
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INTERACTIVE
EXPERIENCES



Interactive Experiences
Offerings
Our Interactive Experiences are designed for teams and
groups in medium size companies to large
organizations. Based on adult learning theory, multi-
sensory stimulus and wholistic intelligence, the
experiences create teachable moments and assist
learningby doing. Over a few hours or days and using a
variety of well-designed experiential activities we teach
leaders and teams a clear set of objectives in a fun,
challenging and experiential way.
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https://www.lumierework.com/programs
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Yes. Vivid, memorable and highly
creative experiences result in fast-
tracked learning and lasting results.
Transformative change management
demands that leaders sense, learn,
and adapt quickly, and interactive
learning enhances these abilities.

Direct experiences provoke the
whole mind/body system. When we
engage with novelty and the arts,
stretch our comfort zone, we open
ourselves to learning. We teach
leaders and teams a clear set of
objectives in a fun, engaging manner
by taking them through challenging
and experiential experiences.

Do vivid
experiences
lead to fast-
tracked results?
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“Smart” as we typically define it is
not enough. We need to develop
more of ourselves to learn faster,
adapt and build resilience.

If our brain harbors
extraordinary potential, it is only
the tip of the iceberg of what our
whole self has to offer.

In today’s fast-moving world,
teams and their leaders need to
be cognitively, emotionally,
physically and subtly intelligent to
stay ahead of change. Our
methodology leverages the whole
person and opens up avenues to
new data, inspirations,
collaborations and bonding.

Do smart people
make better
leaders? 



Our highly creative, whole-person intelligence
programs, installations and performances deliver
holistic tools for change.
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INTERACTIVE
BENEFITS

At LumiereWork™, we offer
experiences that:

         Increase engagement,

         Encourages divergent
and critical thinking,

         Enhances empathy,
compassion,

           Raises emotional,
physical and subtle
intelligence,
 
         Increases problem-
solving skills, and

         Sparks creativity and
innovation.
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FOUR INTELLIGENCES

Cognitive intelligence helps to lead with logic. It's the ability to
think clearly, solve problems, and make rational decisions. 

Emotional intelligence helps to lead with synergy and service.
It's the ability to read people, lead with compassion, and
navigate relationships. 

Physical intelligence helps to lead with energy. It’s the
coordination, strength and stamina needed to do your job
well. 

Subtle intelligence helps to lead with inspiration. It's the sixth-
sense intuition that allows you to imagine beyond the obvious
and come up with transformational new ideas. 

 

 

 

Learn more about our intelligence programs
and experience how they will impact your
leaders' abilities to master change.

At LumiereWork™, we refine
and magnify all four types
of intelligence in our
training programs.  



Vivid experiences
will transform
leadership, magnify
teamwork and
enhance
engagement.
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Expand your leaders' and
teams' foundational
learning with custom
experiences designed to
achieve culture building
and promote a higher level
of performance with long
lasting results. 



”The LumiereWork™

experience is completely

unique and engaging.

It’s a well-crafted

interactive piece that

pulls you out of everyday

life and drops you into a

unique world that brings

your curiosity and

creativity front and

center"

 -Stephen Albonico,

Metaverse Technology

Innovation at Accenture
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We deliver
memorable Events
with a very high
impact



Kathleen Joy
Facilitator

As the founder and CEO of LumiereWork™, I’m on a mission to
ignite the joy and power of transformation in each and every
leader and team. 
 
For over two decades, I’ve been pioneering growth through
holistic intelligence – simply, bringing your whole self to the world.
I believe that everyone has the resources and intelligences to get
what they desire, but few know how to seize them. My unique
methodology gives changemakers the tools to perform at their
best, delivering benefits that are both transformative and
sustainable.
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The LumiereWork™ experience brings
together world-class consulting,
personalized coaching, energy practices,
and behavioral science to deliver change
at scale – improving individual agility,
impact and resilience. 

The results? 

Leaders who make an authentic
difference, acting consciously and fully
with great clarity and purpose, even in
times of radical change. 

-Kathleen Joy,
Founder & CEO of LumiereWork™



Learn more about our programs, installations and performances 
and start your journey toward transformative success for your leaders
and teams.
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+1 415.596.3887
kathi@lumierework.com 
www.lumierework.com

Contact


